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During the summers of 1991 through 1994 Victoria Jason and two companions - Fred Reffler and

Don Starkell - set out to kayak from Churchill, Manitoba to Tuktoyuktuk on the Beaufort Sea. When

she set out 1991, Victoria, already a grandmother of two, had only been kayaking for a year and

was still recovering from the second of two strokes. Her 7,500 kilometer journey last four years. In

the first year Fred dropped out due to an injury, and Victoria suffered serious internal bleeding

ulcers. The second year Victoria and Don reached Gjoa Haven together, but Victoria was forced to

drop out there, suffering from edema caused by excessive fatigue. Don continued alone and almost

died from extreme frostbite before being rescued by authorities just 46 miles short of Tuktoyuktuk.

Not content with her failure, Victoria returned to the North the following two years and completed her

triumphant journey alone from west to east, paddling from Fort Providence on the MacKenzie River

to Paulatuk in 1993, and from Paulatuk to Gjoa Haven in 1994. Among the Inuit people she became

known as the Kabloona (the Inuktitut word for stranger) in the Yellow Kayak.
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I read "Kabloona" several years ago and have reread it again twice. Jason not only could write well

and make me experience her trip vicariously, she also had the ability to spur me into new and

different experiences of my own. Although I have not braved the Arctic as she did, I have conquered

my own little fears and challenges. My mother used to wonder why cancer only got the most

wonderful, caring, creative people. My mother was right. Jason may not have lived to write book

number two, but her energy and her passion have been a road map to women in at least two



countries. Thanks for the trip, Victoria!

This book was an inspiration for me to buy a kayak and as an humble beginner to get out on the

water at the age of 61. The author has the spiritual soul necessary to write such a magical

accounting of her travels thru a land of kind people with smiling children. I know that writing is a time

consuming task Ms. Jason...but could we have another episode please? I feel sure you will go back

to this beautiful region again. Dan Chesser (Chess to my friends) Winston, OR ... In the 1000

valleys of the Umpqua River drainage.

I just finished this fantastic read. What a woman and what a gifted writer. If you are on the fence

about buying this book, go ahead and get it. You will read it many times over the years.

Fun and easy to read, and an interesting adventure story. Light reading for a summer canoe

camping trip.
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